Invocations from the book
“Spiritual liberation of women”
1
Invocation for stopping the exploitation of
women
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I use the authority that I
have as a being in embodiment on earth to call upon Cyclopea, Mother Mary,
Shiva and Astrea for the judgment and consuming of all dark forces and the
exposure and judgment of all human beings who are perpetuating the
exploitation of women. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]
1. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and institutions that are
involved with, supporting or not taking action to stop the exploitation of
women through the idea that women are inferior to men spiritually,
mentally, emotionally and physically.
Cyclopea so dear, the truth you reveal,
the truth that duality’s ailments will heal,
your Emerald Light is like a great balm,
our emotional bodies are perfectly calm.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere,
in raising perception we shall persevere,
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere,
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.
2. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine Mother upon the
consciousness, institutions and people behind the exploitation of women
through the idea that women are inferior to men spiritually, mentally,
emotionally and physically.
O blessed Mary, Mother mine,
there is no greater love than thine,

as we are one in heart and mind,
my place in hierarchy I find.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
3. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, demons and entities
that are behind the exploitation of women through the idea that women are
inferior to men spiritually, mentally, emotionally and physically.
O Shiva, God of Sacred Fire,
It’s time to let the past expire,
I want to rise above the old,
a golden future to unfold.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
4. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces and their own
subconscious momentums so they will be free to act to stop the exploitation
of women through the idea that women are inferior to men spiritually,
mentally, emotionally and physically.
Astrea, loving Being white,
your Presence is my pure delight,
your sword and circle white and blue,
the astral plane is cutting through.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
5. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and institutions that are
involved with, supporting or not taking action to stop the exploitation of
women through the idea that women are responsible for the fall from
paradise or are created by God in a lower state than men.

Cyclopea so dear, with you we unwind,
all negative spirals clouding the mind,
we know pure awareness is truly our core,
the key to becoming the wide-open door.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere,
in raising perception we shall persevere,
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere,
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.
6. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine Mother upon the
consciousness, institutions and people behind the exploitation of women
through the idea that women are responsible for the fall from paradise or
are created by God in a lower state than men.
I came to earth from heaven sent,
as I am in embodiment,
I use Divine authority,
commanding you to set earth free.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
7. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, demons and entities
that are behind the exploitation of women through the idea that women are
responsible for the fall from paradise or are created by God in a lower state
than men.
O Shiva, come and set me free,
from forces that do limit me,
with fire consume all that is less,
paving way for my success.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

8. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces and their own
subconscious momentums so they will be free to act to stop the exploitation
of women through the idea that women are responsible for the fall from
paradise or are created by God in a lower state than men.
Astrea, calm the raging storm,
so purity will be the norm,
my aura filled with blue and white,
with shining armor, like a knight.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
9. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and institutions that are
involved with, supporting or not taking action to stop the exploitation of
women through the idea that women are worthless, are the property of men
or should be servants of men either physically or sexually.
Cyclopea so dear, clear our inner sight,
empowered, we pierce the soul’s fearful night,
we now see our life through your single eye,
beyond all disease we’re ready to fly.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere,
in raising perception we shall persevere,
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere,
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.
10. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine Mother upon the
consciousness, institutions and people behind the exploitation of women
through the idea that women are worthless, are the property of men or
should be servants of men either physically or sexually.
I call now in God’s sacred name,
for you to use your Mother Flame,
to burn all fear-based energy,
restoring sacred harmony.

O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
11. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, demons and entities
that are behind the exploitation of women through the idea that women are
worthless, are the property of men or should be servants of men either
physically or sexually.
O Shiva, Maya’s veil disperse,
clear my private universe,
dispel the consciousness of death,
consume it with your Sacred Breath.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
12. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces and their own
subconscious momentums so they will be free to act to stop the exploitation
of women through the idea that women are worthless, are the property of
men or should be servants of men either physically or sexually.
Astrea, come and cut me free,
from every binding entity,
let astral forces all be bound,
true freedom I have surely found.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
13. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and institutions that are
involved with, supporting or not taking action to stop the exploitation of
women through the idea that women do not deserve equal rights in society
or equal opportunities in the workplace, including equal pay.

Cyclopea so dear, life can only reflect,
the images that the mind does project,
the key to our healing is clearing the mind,
from the images the ego is hiding behind.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere,
in raising perception we shall persevere,
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere,
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.
14. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine Mother upon the
consciousness, institutions and people behind the exploitation of women
through the idea that women do not deserve equal rights in society or equal
opportunities in the workplace, including equal pay.
Your sacred name I hereby praise,
collective consciousness you raise,
no more of fear and doubt and shame,
consume it with your Mother Flame.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
15. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, demons and entities
that are behind the exploitation of women through the idea that women do
not deserve equal rights in society or equal opportunities in the workplace,
including equal pay.
O Shiva, I hereby let go,
of all attachments here below,
addictive entities consume,
the upward path I do resume.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

16. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces and their own
subconscious momentums so they will be free to act to stop the exploitation
of women through the idea that women do not deserve equal rights in society
or equal opportunities in the workplace, including equal pay.
Astrea, I sincerely urge,
from demons all, do me purge,
consume them all and take me higher,
I will endure your cleansing fire.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
17. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and institutions that are
involved with, supporting or not taking action to stop the exploitation of
women through human trafficking, prostitution, pornography or the
advertising industry.
Cyclopea so dear, we want to aim high,
to your healing flame we ever draw nigh,
through veils of duality we now take flight,
bathed in your penetrating Emerald Light.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere,
in raising perception we shall persevere,
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere,
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.
18. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine Mother upon the
consciousness, institutions and people behind the exploitation of women
through human trafficking, prostitution, pornography or the advertising
industry.
All darkness from the earth you purge,
your light moves as a mighty surge,
no force of darkness can now stop,
the spiral that goes only up.

O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
19. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, demons and entities
that are behind the exploitation of women through human trafficking,
prostitution, pornography or the advertising industry.
O Shiva, I recite your name,
come banish fear and doubt and shame,
with fire expose within my mind,
what ego seeks to hide behind.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
20. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces and their own
subconscious momentums so they will be free to act to stop the exploitation
of women through human trafficking, prostitution, pornography or the
advertising industry.
Astrea, do all spirits bind,
so that I am no longer blind,
I see the spirit and its twin,
the victory of Christ I win.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
21. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and institutions that are
involved with, supporting or not taking action to stop the exploitation of
women through the idea that all women should live up to a standard for
physical beauty that no one could possibly live up to.
Cyclopea so dear, your Emerald Flame,
exposes every subtle, dualistic power game,

including the game of wanting to say,
that truth is defined in only one way.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere,
in raising perception we shall persevere,
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere,
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.
22. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine Mother upon the
consciousness, institutions and people behind the exploitation of women
through the idea that all women should live up to a standard for physical
beauty that no one could possibly live up to.
All elemental life you bless,
removing from them man-made stress,
the nature spirits are now free,
outpicturing Divine decree.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
23. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, demons and entities
that are behind the exploitation of women through the idea that all women
should live up to a standard for physical beauty that no one could possibly
live up to.
O Shiva, I am not afraid,
my karmic debt hereby is paid,
the past no longer owns my choice,
in breath of Shiva I rejoice.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
24. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces and their own
subconscious momentums so they will be free to act to stop the exploitation

of women through the idea that all women should live up to a standard for
physical beauty that no one could possibly live up to.
Astrea, clear my every cell,
from energies of death and hell,
my body is now free to grow,
each cell emits an inner glow.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
25. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and institutions that are
involved with, supporting or not taking action to stop the exploitation of
women through all denial of women’s potential to balance men and
transform a male-dominated society into one that is not dominated by the
epic mindset.
Cyclopea so dear, we’re feeling the flow,
as your Living Truth upon us you bestow,
from all dual vision we are now set free,
planet earth in immaculate matrix will be.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere,
in raising perception we shall persevere,
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere,
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.
26. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine Mother upon the
consciousness, institutions and people behind the exploitation of women
through all denial of women’s potential to balance men and transform a
male-dominated society into one that is not dominated by the epic mindset.
I raise my voice and take my stand,
a stop to war I do command,
no more shall warring scar the earth,
a golden age is given birth.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,

the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
27. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, demons and entities
that are behind the exploitation of women through all denial of women’s
potential to balance men and transform a male-dominated society into one
that is not dominated by the epic mindset.
O Shiva, show me spirit pairs,
that keep me trapped in their affairs,
I choose to see within my mind,
the spirits that you surely bind.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
28. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces and their own
subconscious momentums so they will be free to act to stop the exploitation
of women through all denial of women’s potential to balance men and
transform a male-dominated society into one that is not dominated by the
epic mindset.
Astrea, clear my feeling mind,
in purity my peace I find,
with higher feeling you release,
I co-create in perfect peace.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
29. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and institutions that are
involved with, supporting or not taking action to stop the exploitation of
women through all ideas that deny the essential humanity of women and
thereby deny women’s potential for creating a society based on that
humanity instead of ideologies and profit.

Cyclopea so dear, the truth is now clear,
we see higher purpose for which we are here
we know truth transcends all systems below,
immersed in your light, we continue to grow.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere,
in raising perception we shall persevere,
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere,
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.
30. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine Mother upon the
consciousness, institutions and people behind the exploitation of women
through all ideas that deny the essential humanity of women and thereby
deny women’s potential for creating a society based on that humanity
instead of ideologies and profit.
As Mother Earth is free at last,
disasters belong to the past,
your Mother Light is so intense,
that matter is now far less dense.
O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
31. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, demons and entities
that are behind the exploitation of women through all ideas that deny the
essential humanity of women and thereby deny women’s potential for
creating a society based on that humanity instead of ideologies and profit.
O Shiva, naked I now stand,
my mind in freedom does expand,
as all my ghosts I do release,
surrender is the key to peace.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.

32. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces and their own
subconscious momentums so they will be free to act to stop the exploitation
of women through all ideas that deny the essential humanity of women and
thereby deny women’s potential for creating a society based on that
humanity instead of ideologies and profit.
Astrea, clear my mental realm,
my Christ self always at the helm,
I see now how to manifest,
the matrix that for all is best.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
33. Beloved Cyclopea, expose all human beings and institutions that are
involved with, supporting or not taking action to stop the exploitation of
women through the intent to keep women away from decision-making
positions in all areas of society.
Cyclopea so dear, we’re feeling your joy,
as creative vision we now do employ,
in lifting earth out of serpentine cage,
to manifest Saint Germain’s Golden Age.
Cyclopea so dear, in Emerald Sphere,
in raising perception we shall persevere,
as deep in our hearts your truth we revere,
to immaculate vision the earth does adhere.
34. Mother Mary, I call forth the judgment of the Divine Mother upon the
consciousness, institutions and people behind the exploitation of women
through the intent to keep women away from decision-making positions in
all areas of society.
In Mother Light the earth is pure,
the upward spiral will endure,
prosperity is now the norm,
God’s vision manifest as form.

O Mother Mary, generate,
the song that does accelerate,
the earth into a higher state,
all matter does now scintillate.
35. Beloved Shiva, bind and consume all fallen beings, demons and entities
that are behind the exploitation of women through the intent to keep women
away from decision-making positions in all areas of society.
O Shiva, all-consuming fire,
with Parvati raise me higher,
when I am raised your light to see,
all men I will draw onto me.
O Shiva, clear the energy,
O Shiva, bring the synergy,
O Shiva, make all demons flee,
O Shiva, bring back peace to me.
36. Beloved Astrea, cut people free from all dark forces and their own
subconscious momentums so they will be free to act to stop the exploitation
of women through the intent to keep women away from decision-making
positions in all areas of society.
Astrea, with great clarity,
I claim a new identity,
etheric blueprint I now see,
I co-create more consciously.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea
and Shiva form an impenetrable shield around myself and all constructive
people, sealing us from all backlash from the giving of this invocation and all
opposition to the liberation of women. I accept that the Light of God is
consuming and transforming all fear-based energies that make up the dark
forces working against the liberation of women!

2
Invocation for the spiritual awakening of
women
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I use the authority that I
have as a being in embodiment on earth to call upon Jesus, Astrea, Archangel
Michael, Portia and Goddess of Liberty for the judgment and consuming of
all dark forces and the exposure and judgment of all human beings who are
working against a spiritual awakening of women. I especially call for …
[Make your own calls here.]
Part 1
1. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon Judaism for
suppressing women and spreading the idea that women are responsible for
the fall of man.
O Jesus, blessed brother mine,
I walk the path that you outline,
a great example to us all,
I follow now your inner call.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
2. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the Catholic church
for using the fall of man as a reason for refusing to let women attain positions
in all levels of church hierarchy.
O Jesus, open inner sight,
the ego wants to prove it’s right,
but this I will no longer do,
I want to be all one with you.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,

transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
3. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon Hinduism for
spreading the idea that girls are worthless and thereby forcing them into
marriages.
O Jesus, I now clearly see,
the Key of Knowledge given me,
my Christ self I hereby embrace,
as you fill up my inner space.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
4. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon Islam for creating
societies where women are treated as second-rate citizens and denied basic
human rights.
O Jesus, show me serpent’s lie,
expose the beam in my own eye,
as Christ discernment you me give,
in oneness I forever live.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
5. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon Chinese communism
that refuses to let women attain positions in the party and for suppressing
women at all levels of society.
O Jesus, I am truly meek,
and thus I turn the other cheek,
when the accuser attacks me,
I go within and merge with thee.

O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
6. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the large
corporations that refuse to give women equal representation in board rooms
and equal pay and opportunity at all levels of the business.
O Jesus, ego I let die,
surrender ev’ry earthly tie,
the dead can bury what is dead,
I choose to walk with you instead.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
7. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the universities and
other educational institutions that keep women away from important
positions.
O Jesus, help me rise above,
the devil’s test through higher love,
show me separate self unreal,
my formless self you do reveal.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
8. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all political parties
and institutions that promote societies where women are dependent upon
men, including the patriarchal idea that women should obey men.
O Jesus, what is that to me,
I just let go and follow thee,
with this I do pass ev’ry test,
to find with you eternal rest.

O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
9. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon all cultures in which
the suppression of women has been promoted for so long that people no
longer recognize or question it.
O Jesus, fiery master mine,
my heart now melting into thine,
I love with heart and mind and soul,
the God who is my highest goal.
O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy,
consume the devil’s subtle ploy,
transfigured is our planet earth,
the golden age is given birth.
Part 2
1. Beloved Astrea, bind all demons and entities that are causing violence
against women in the form of men beating up women and their children. Cut
free all women to remove themselves from such situations.
Astrea, loving Being white,
your Presence is my pure delight,
your sword and circle white and blue,
the astral plane is cutting through.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
2. Beloved Astrea, bind all demons and entities that are causing violence
against women in the form of women being sold or forced into prostitution.
Cut free all women to remove themselves from such situations.
Astrea, calm the raging storm,
so purity will be the norm,

my aura filled with blue and white,
with shining armor, like a knight.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
3. Beloved Astrea, bind all demons and entities that are causing violence
against women in the form of women being forced into drug use and then
prostitution. Cut free all women to remove themselves from such situations.
Astrea, come and cut me free,
from every binding entity,
let astral forces all be bound,
true freedom I have surely found.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
4. Beloved Astrea, bind all demons and entities that are causing violence
against women in the form of women being sold or forced into working as
slaves. Cut free all women to remove themselves from such situations.
Astrea, I sincerely urge,
from demons all, do me purge,
consume them all and take me higher,
I will endure your cleansing fire.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
5. Beloved Astrea, bind all demons and entities that are causing violence
against women in the form of women being forced into working in unsafe or
unhealthy conditions for low pay. Cut free all women to remove themselves
from such situations.

Astrea, do all spirits bind,
so that I am no longer blind,
I see the spirit and its twin,
the victory of Christ I win.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
6. Beloved Astrea, bind all demons and entities that are causing violence
against women in the form of human trafficking of women and children. Cut
free all women to remove themselves from such situations.
Astrea, clear my every cell,
from energies of death and hell,
my body is now free to grow,
each cell emits an inner glow.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
7. Beloved Astrea, bind all demons and entities that are causing violence
against women in the form of women being directly or indirectly forced into
marriages where they are totally dependent upon their husbands. Cut free
all women to remove themselves from such situations.
Astrea, clear my feeling mind,
in purity my peace I find,
with higher feeling you release,
I co-create in perfect peace.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
8. Beloved Astrea, bind all demons and entities that are causing violence
against women in the form of women being forced to wear specific kinds of

dress, wigs, tattoos or limited in what they can wear. Cut free all women to
remove themselves from such situations.
Astrea, clear my mental realm,
my Christ self always at the helm,
I see now how to manifest,
the matrix that for all is best.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
9. Beloved Astrea, bind all demons and entities that are causing violence
against women in the form of women being denied freedom of movement,
the right to drive or other basic rights taken for granted by men. Cut free all
women to remove themselves from such situations.
Astrea, with great clarity,
I claim a new identity,
etheric blueprint I now see,
I co-create more consciously.
Astrea, come accelerate,
with purity I do vibrate,
release the fire so blue and white,
my aura filled with vibrant light.
Part 3
1. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ and the removal from
earth of the fallen beings who are using the mechanism of perverting the
expanding (masculine) force and the contracting (feminine) force.
Archangel Michael, light so blue,
my heart has room for only you.
My mind is one, no longer two,
your love for me is ever true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.

Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
2. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ and the removal from
earth of the fallen beings who are using the mechanism of controlling
humanity by creating an artificial conflict between men and women.
Archangel Michael, I will be,
all one with your reality.
No fear can hold me as I see,
this world no power has o’er me.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
3. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ and the removal from
earth of the fallen beings who are using the mechanism of defining roles for
men that make them the superior sex and roles for women that make them
the inferior sex.
Archangel Michael, hold me tight,
shatter now the darkest night.
Clear my chakras with your light,
restore to me my inner sight.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
4. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ and the removal from
earth of the fallen beings who are using the mechanism of taking advantage
of male psychology by manipulating men into the epic mindset and thereby
using men to create war and conflict.
Archangel Michael, now I stand,
with you the light I do command.
My heart I ever will expand,
till highest truth I understand.

Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
5. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ and the removal from
earth of the fallen beings who are using the mechanism of taking advantage
of female psychology by manipulating women into the epic mindset where
they either support the men or feel they can do nothing about conflict.
Archangel Michael, in my heart,
from me you never will depart.
Of hierarchy I am a part,
I now accept a fresh new start.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
6. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ and the removal from
earth of the fallen beings who have using the mechanism of defining men as
the dominant sex and women as the passive sex, and who are absolutely
determined to keep women away from decision making positions in society.
Archangel Michael, sword of blue,
all darkness you are cutting through.
My Christhood I do now pursue,
discernment shows me what is true.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
7. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ and the removal from
earth of the fallen beings who are using the mechanism of the hypnotic state
where men and women accept their roles and accept the current dualistic
relationship between the sexes.

Archangel Michael, in your wings,
I now let go of lesser things.
God’s homing call in my heart rings,
my heart with yours forever sings.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
8. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ and the removal from
earth of the fallen beings who are using the mechanism of promoting hatred
of the mother and hatred of women and causing both men and women to
accept this.
Archangel Michael, take me home,
in higher spheres I want to roam.
I am reborn from cosmic foam,
my life is now a sacred poem.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.
9. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ and the removal from
earth of the fallen beings who are using the mechanism of manipulating the
Women’s Liberation movement into going too far into the opposite dualistic
extreme, so that instead of liberating women they define a new dualistic role
for women.
Archangel Michael, light you are,
shining like the bluest star.
You are a cosmic avatar,
with you I will go very far.
Archangel Michael, you are here,
your light consumes all doubt and fear.
Your Presence is forever near,
you are to me so very dear.

Part 4
1. Beloved Portia, awaken women to the fact that it is both our responsibility
and our opportunity to challenge a male-dominated society because men are
too hypnotized by the fallen beings and cannot see how they have been
manipulated.
O Portia, in your own retreat,
with Mother’s Love you do me greet.
As all my tests I now complete,
old patterns I no more repeat.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
2. Beloved Portia, awaken women to see the opportunity for a spiritual
awakening of women that will open our eyes to universal spiritual ideas for
explaining the current conditions on earth.
O Portia, Justice is your name,
upholding Cosmic Honor Flame,
No longer will I play the game,
of seeking to remain the same.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
3. Beloved Portia, awaken women to see that it is impossible to understand
why things are the way they are unless we are aware of the incredible
manipulation that certain narcissistic beings have carried out on this planet.
O Portia, in the cosmic flow,
one with you, I ever grow.
I am the chalice here below,
of cosmic justice you bestow.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.

I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
4. Beloved Portia, awaken women to see that the relationship between men
and women is not created that way by God nor is it a result of evolution. It is
the result of a deliberate and malicious manipulation by fallen beings who
do not care about men or women.
O Portia, cosmic balance bring,
eternal hope, my heart does sing.
Protected by your Mother’s wing,
I feel at one with everything.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
5. Beloved Portia, awaken women to see that women are not suppressed by
men because men are malicious. Women are suppressed by men because
men are manipulated by fallen beings who are indeed malicious.
O Portia, bring the Mother Light,
to set all free from darkest night.
Your Love Flame shines forever bright,
with Saint Germain now hold me tight.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
6. Beloved Portia, awaken women to see that the liberation of women cannot
happen by making women independent of men. The suppression of women
started because men and women were artificially separated by the fallen
beings, and reinforcing this separation will not liberate women.
O Portia, in your mastery,
I feel transforming chemistry.
In your light of reality,
I find the golden alchemy.

O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
7. Beloved Portia, awaken women to see that women have a historic
opportunity for liberating society from the lies of the fallen beings. Only few
men are open to this, whereas many more women are open to new and
liberating ideas.
O Portia, in the cosmic stream,
I am awake from human dream.
Removing now the ego’s beam,
I earn my place on cosmic team.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
8. Beloved Portia, awaken women to see that the fallen beings manipulated
men and women into accepting themselves as dualistic polarities, dualistic
opposites and this is the cause of conflict between the sexes.
O Portia, you come from afar,
you are a cosmic avatar.
So infinite your repertoire,
you are for earth a guiding star.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
9. Beloved Portia, awaken women to see the opportunity for restoring the
correct view that men and women have interdependent originations, and the
key to liberating both is to establish a non-dualistic, balanced relationship
between the sexes.
O Portia, I am confident,
I am a cosmic instrument.

I came to earth from heaven sent,
to help bring forward her ascent.
O Portia, opportunity,
I am beyond duality.
I focus now internally,
with you I grow eternally.
Part 5
1. Goddess of Liberty, awaken women from the lie that women are spiritually
inferior to men and should “remain silent in the churches” and should not be
allowed in decision making positions in religious institutions.
O Liberty now set me free
from devil’s curse of poverty.
I blame not Mother for my lack,
O Blessed Mother, take me back.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
2. Goddess of Liberty, awaken women to the reality that a male-dominated
religion is unbalanced and can only lead to conflict, as has been proven
abundantly by history.
O Liberty, from distant shore,
I come with longing to be More.
I see abundance is a flow,
abundance consciousness I grow.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
3. Goddess of Liberty, awaken women to see that it is not the answer to
create religious or spiritual movements that are dominated by women, but
to create movements where both sexes work in harmony.

O Liberty, expose the lie,
that limitations can me tie.
The Ma-ter light is not my foe,
true opulence it does bestow.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
4. Goddess of Liberty, awaken women to the reality that because the earth is
dominated by the dualistic mindset, men and women need to balance each
other in order to achieve the highest potential for spiritual movements.
O Liberty, expose the plot,
projected by the fallen lot.
O Cosmic Mother, I now see,
that Mother’s not my enemy.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
5. Goddess of Liberty, awaken women from the lie that the Mother Realm or
the female energy is an enemy of spiritual growth. Help women see that a
balanced relationship with the Mother Realm is the key to growth.
O Liberty, with opened eyes,
I now reject the devil’s lies.
I now embrace the Mother realm,
for I see Father at the helm.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
6. Goddess of Liberty, awaken women to the reality that the female energy is
equally as spiritual as the male energy but that none of them are enough in
themselves.

O Liberty, a chalice pure,
my lower bodies are for sure.
Release through me your symphony,
your gift of Cosmic Liberty.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
7. Goddess of Liberty, awaken women to the reality that the highest spiritual
result is achieved by balancing the male and female energies, in both the
individual, in spiritual movements and in society.
O Liberty, the open door,
I am for Symphony of More.
In chakras mine light you release,
the flow of love shall never cease.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
8. Goddess of Liberty, awaken women to the fact that balance and harmony
between male and female energies can be achieved only through union with
the universal Christ mind, which is neither male nor female.
O Liberty, release the flow,
of opulence that you bestow.
For I am willing to receive,
the Golden Fleece that you now weave.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
9. Goddess of Liberty, awaken women to the fact that due to the long
domination of unbalanced religions, women are the key to restoring balance

between male and female energies in spiritual movements and society. This
is a historic opportunity.
O Liberty, release the cure,
to free the tired and the poor.
The huddled masses are set free,
by loving Song of Liberty.
O Cosmic Mother Liberty,
conduct Abundance Symphony.
My highest service I now see,
abundance is now real for me.
Sealing
In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea
and Shiva form an impenetrable shield around myself and all constructive
people, sealing us from all backlash from the giving of this invocation and all
opposition to the liberation of women. I accept that the Light of God is
consuming and transforming all fear-based energies that make up the dark
forces working against the liberation of women!

